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PRESS RELEASE
Drama unfolds at the corner of West and Main as renovations are set to begin
Arlington, TX, July 16, 2021:
Theatre Arlington is pleased to announce they have selected
LBL Architects and RJM Contractors to lead their renovation
project made possible in-part by a generous grant from the
Arlington Tomorrow Foundation earlier this spring. As
Arlington’s only live theater, 30,000 people from 3 to 103
years old attend shows and educational programming every
season at Theatre Arlington — all in a building that has been
adequate for many years, but it is no longer enough to support
them now or in the future. All of that is about to change!

Theatre Arlington has carefully selected LBL Architects to bring their vision to life for their 56-yearold former lumberyard-turned-theater. LBL Architects, based in Arlington since 1965, provides a full
range of architectural and engineering services to clients of all sizes, representing the latest
advancements in architectural design. “As the oldest architectural firm in Arlington, we have worked
with many of the mainstay organizations in the city and we are very appreciative to be working with
Theatre Arlington,” said Tom McCarty, LBL principal architect. “They have tirelessly served our
citizens for decades, and we are excited to help improve their facilities so they can continue to bring
great live performances to the public and showcase the talented youth and professionals in our community.”
To oversee the largest renovation in Theatre Arlington’s history, the theater also has selected RJM
Contractors. Based in Fort Worth, RJM is a leading contractor in the region with more than 30 years of
construction experience, known for their craftsmanship, project management and cost control measures.
Kenny Buyers, vice president of RJM, said, “RJM Contractors is more than thrilled to have been selected
to work alongside LBL Architects and Theatre Arlington for this renovation project. We are grateful for
the opportunity to showcase our work in such a historic area of Arlington, and we are extremely excited
to work with this team and have the vision of this renovation come to life. “
Executive Producer, Steven D. Morris, staff and the board of directors of Theatre Arlington are thrilled to start
hearing the hammering, pounding and all the welcome noises associated with demolition and renovations. The performance venue,
which was previously the Kier Lumberyard building, has served the theater well since 1991 but will not be able to support them
as they move into the future as a Small Professional Theatre. Theatre Arlington’s $3 million renovation project will include:
Inside the theater
Exterior/lobby improvements
~ Comfortable, new theater seating
~ New exterior
~ New stage with turntable
~ Expanded entry with new box office
~ State-of-the-art lights, sound and video
~ Expanded lobby
projections
~ Concessions / bar area
~ Expanded wing space backstage
~ New dressing rooms
~ Two new classrooms for classes and
summer camps

In the Education Building
~ Updated rehearsal hall
~ Improvements on three
existing classrooms
~ Updated meeting spaces
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Renovation is expected to be complete by December, in time for the theater to welcome audiences back in January 2022 for
their 49th season. These much-needed improvements extend far beyond the edges of the stage. The enhanced production
quality and patron experience, combined with the theater’s targeted efforts to become a more diverse theater onstage and in
the seats, will allow Theatre Arlington to shine even brighter as the heart of the city’s cultural district.
This is one of the most exciting times in the history of Theatre Arlington. However, this renovation project needs the support
of the community to succeed. The theater is currently 78 percent to their $3 million goal. Construction updates, details and
donation links can be accessed on the theater’s website - https://theatrearlington.org/renovation-project/.
ABOUT LBL ARCHITECTS
Listen. Build. Lead. The vision of LBL Architects is to provide an outstanding architectural service in a Godly manner, to
be a blessing to those they serve and meet in the process, and to share God's blessings with the community and the members
of the firm. Being directly involved in every project is one of their primary concerns. Being a mid-sized firm, LBL is able
to have a principal of the firm involved in all aspects of each and every project. For more information about LBL, please
visit their website at www.lblarchitects.com.
ABOUT RJM CONTRACTORS
Fort Worth-based construction company, RJM Contractors Inc., is a leading contractor in the region committed to delivering
superior customer service and quality with more than 30 years of construction experience by its owner. They are a moderate
size general contractor averaging more than $20 million in work each year. Their customer-related team actively listens to
customers and provides the flexible, cost-effective solutions they require. Many of their projects have been recognized for
construction craftsmanship, project management and cost control measures. For more information about RJM, please visit
their website at www.rj-miller.com.
ABOUT THEATRE ARLINGTON
Located in the center of Arlington's Cultural Arts District, Theatre Arlington is one of the largest semi-professional, nonprofit theaters in the Southwest with roots that date back to 1973 and a gypsy theater group known as The Potluck Players.
Forty-eight years later, the staff and board of directors are still as dedicated to enhancing the quality of life in North Texas
by presenting superior, diverse, artistic experiences through performance, production and education as they were during
their humble beginnings.
In addition to a regular season featuring nine productions and a cabaret series, the theater runs a year-round theater school
including spring break and summer camps, and partners with the Arlington ISD and local community organizations to
provide free and low-cost art enrichment programs for area children and teens. The theater is also proud to perform under
an Actors’ Equity Small Professional Theatre contract. Theatre Arlington has become a key player in enriching the city’s
cultural environment. The remarkable pioneering vision of the theater’s early leaders to create and spearhead a true artistic
community in Arlington has incredibly come to fruition. For more information on Theatre Arlington, see their website:
www.theatrearlington.org.
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